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LAWSAVVY-LFBD

Are you a lawyer, law firm, or legal-tech

startup in need of strategic and data-

driven business development solutions ?

You Need Us



Introduction

Our Forte

i. Corporate Branding

ii. Website Design

iii. Social Media Management

iv. Content

v. SEO

vi. App Development

vii. Email Marketing

vii. B.D Training/Support
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LAWSAVVY-LFBD is a legal sector-focused Business

Development agency and a member of LAWSAVVY NG. 

We understand that early-stage law firms rarely have in

place the technical know-how, experience, or the right tool

to implement Business Development (BD) strategies. 

To bridge this gap, we assist lawyers, law firms, and legal-

tech startups with strategic BD solutions, planning, and

implementation projecting their business to the thriving

legal market using available digital and technology tools.

INTRODUCTION
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website

SEO

Email
marketing

App Dev'

B.D Training/
Support
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BRANDING

Brand strategy & Personality; 

Corporate Logo Design; 

Firms Brochure;

Corporate Stationeries. 

Mission Statement creation

Brand Guidelines (upon request)

Our branding process helps you create a brand identity that

reflects your firm's personality and we provide you with the

guidance to effectively move forward with your brand.

Reflecting your firm’s personality; we can help you with your

-
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WEB-DESIGN
Your firm should be found on Google. Project your firm

to a global audience with a beautiful and responsive

corporate website, engaging an existing and

prospective client.

We employ the industry's best practices, latest SEO

techniques, and experience to create a gorgeous

website for our clients or make improvements to an

existing site. 

We pride ourselves on providing the best project

management experience. 

      Websites promote you 24/7. No human can do that!
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Social media can help you talk to your clients DIRECTLY.

In a coordinated effort to increase brand visibility on the

Internet. A successful social media campaign has the sole

objective of fostering followership and L-C-S engagement (i.e

Like, Comment, and Share).

Also, a unique tone and voice are essential to creating a brand

identity on social media. Your presence on social media stands

as the ultimate culmination in brand identity and messaging.

SOCIAL MEDIA
MANAGEMENT
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CONTENT
MARKETING

We help you produce online content in the

form of blogs/articles, images, videos,

campaigns and more.

Content is KING, with good content, you

can gain a steady clientele in this digital

era?

We deliver strategy-driven content with

intrinsic brand value.
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Your target audience is searching online and you

want to be found.

We are here to help! We use a variety of

techniques including onsite improvements, content

creation, technical site improvements, backlinking,

and more to make sure you’re getting as much

organic traffic as possible.

SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMIZATION
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APP DEVELOPMENT

.....

We develop high-performance and scalable

enterprise mobile apps (Android and iOS) for legal

tech startups.

The legal space is evolving, our highly experienced

and dedicated team of developers will provide you

full-cycle mobile app development services,

including expert business analysis, design, and

development of the mobile application, right from

idea to launch, integrating the new product into the

infrastructure, and providing further scale-up and

optimization on demand.
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Using the best email marketing tools and

techniques, we will help your firm build a

relationship with existing and potential

clients that, in turn, creates loyalty and

client retention. Since customer loyalty

and revenue are both qualities that

affect a firm’s revenue.

EMAIL
MARKETING
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B.D TRAINING/SUPPORT

.....

Since Business Development

(B.D) is not a one time

exercise, we offer to train

your firm’s B.D personnel on

how to implement excellent

B.D plans for your firm
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We have a clear

understanding of the

legal business and rules

that regulates the

activities of the industry,

hence we provide

startegic solution

without breaching the

rules of professional

conduct

We come to the table

with great experience

having worked on

different projects with

several clients.

We ensure that

maximum value is

derived from the

investments in every

project.

We have a team of

experts driven by their

passion for Business

Development,

Corporate Branding,

and Management

Consultancy with

expertise in creating

solutions that bring

creative results.

Why Choose Us
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Firm's we've worked with

You're  Next
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Core Team

OLADIMEJI KUFORIJI
TEAM LEAD

AUSTIN CHIBUIKE
DIRECTOR OF TECH

Mr. X is a Full-Stack Developer and founder of Javateck
Africa, Who loves to pass knowledge and deeply impact
individual and corporate organization in the field of tech

Ola is a tech-savvy lawyer, Business Development
Strategist, and founder of the LawSavvy group. He
strongly advocates the use of emerging tools and
technology to enhance legal services.
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07016027417
08079642096

www.lawsavvy.ng/lfbd

info@lawsavvy.ng

@lawsavvyng


